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Description: 

Soothe the skin with calming ingredients to restore and strengthen the skins barrier and 

leave the skin glowing with hydration. Using natural extracts for soothing and calming 

effects to help clients drift into a relaxed and refreshed state - perfect for mind, body and 

soul. For oncology patients remove Hydro visage Mask from treatment. 

 

  

1. Dispense 1 pump Mega-Purifying Cleanser to dry palms and apply to dry skin 

massaging for 1-2 minutes. Add water for slip, rinse with warm water. 

2. Dispense 1 pump of Vitamin C Cleanser to dry palms and apply to dry skin 

massaging for1-2 minutes. Add water for slip, rinse with warm water. 

 

 

3. Dispense Wrinkle Prescription Masque and apply to the skin using a fan brush. 

Allow to remain on the skin for 10 - 20 minutes. For extra anti-inflammatory 

properties, apply cool packs on top of masque for the last 5 - 10 minutes. Remove 

with cool towels. 

4. Mist skin with Skin Recovery Mist. 

5. Apply Living Cell Clarifier. Dispense 1 pump of serum to palms and apply to face, 

neck, and décolleté. 

6. Dispense equal parts Arnica + Healing Cream, and Comfort Cream to small dish 

and mix. Apply to skin using a fan brush. Apply (warmed up) Hydro visage Mask on 

top and allow to remain on the skin for 5-10 minutes. Remove Hydro visage mask 

and massage in any remaining product into the skin. 

 

 

7. Apply a small, grain size amount of Anti-Wrinkle Eye Cream to entire eye area and 

massage until absorbed. STEP Apply Vitamin E Sensual Cream and DNA Face & 

Neck Cream. Dispense 1-2 pumps of each serum to palms and apply to face, neck, 

and décolleté. Massage thoroughly into the skin. STEP Dispense Ultra Hydrating 

Lip Balm to Q-Tip and gently apply to lip area. 

 

 

8. Finish with Photo-Age Environmental Protection Gel 15. Apply a small pea size 

amount to face, neck, décolleté and any other areas exposed to UVA/UVB Rays. 

Recommended Treatment Time: 45 minutes 
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